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Abstract 

Regenerative medicine is a promising field of approach to repair or regenerate human cells, tissue or organs that have been damaged 

by trauma, disease, or congenital issues. Regenerative medicine is used when the body is incapable to heal itself. Stem cell and gene 

therapies are key components to Regenerative medicine, as they open the door to unique therapeutic applications. Stem cells are special 

human cells that are commonly found in different organs and tissues including the blood, brain, bone marrow, skin, muscle, heart, and 

liver tissues. These cells have the potential to develop into different types of cells such as skin cells, muscle cells, brain cells, and nerve 

cells. Regenerative medicine may improve your health and quality of life in the future with many new therapies for organ failure, 

Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, chronic heart diseases, dental injuries and so on. Over the past two decades, cell therapies and gene therapies 

have made increasing public attention. So, there is a need to form a clear regenerative medicine regulatory framework in India. In this 

article, it is presented with different applications, challenges and regulations of regenerative medicine in India. 
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1. Introduction 

The medicinal products which have the potential to 

heal the tissues or organs which are damaged by the age, 

diseases or trauma and to renormalize congenital defects 

are known as regenerative medicines. Promising 

preclinical and clinical data support the possibility to 

treat the acute and chronic diseases by regenerative 

medicines in the fields of cancer, cardiovascular diseases 

and certain types of skin disorders etc. (1-3) Nowadays, 

transplantation techniques are used to treat organ or 

tissue failures and loss but they are limited by donor 

supply and immune reactions these limitations will be 

overcome by using regenerative medicines. The field of 

regenerative medicine encircles numerous strategies, 

involves the use of materials and De novo generated 

cells, various combinations thereof, to take the place of 

missing tissue, effectively replacing it structurally and 

functionally in order to heal the damaged tissue. (4) In 

India Gene Therapy medicinal products (GTMPS), Stem 

cell therapy (SCT) and Tissue engineering products 

(TEP) comes under the umbrella of regenerative 

medicine. The above-mentioned products are separately 

regulated in India, where as in USA and EU they are 

collectively regulated as Advanced Therapy Medicinal 

Products (ATMPS). India has large burden of many 

genetic disorders and unmet medical needs for which 

gene therapy prove to be a one and only solution to treat 

such ailments. However, it contains unique technical 

risks and ethical challenges. Recently one of the Chinese 

scientists misuse the gene therapy by making 

modifications in germlines but germline gene therapy is 

prohibited in many countries. With the use of CRISPER 

gene editing technique, he created twin babies who have 

resistance against HIV. He succeeded in creating 

resistance but unwanted mutations took place for which 

he punished with imprisonment and fine. (5) To 

overcome the misuse of gene therapy by scientists’ 

stringent regulations and requirements to conduct 

clinical trials should be framed. Many countries around 

the world are developed rules and regulations.  In India 

there is necessity to develop regulations regarding gene 

therapy to support scientists, clinicians and industries to 

develop regenerative medicinal products. 
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2. Regulatory framework for regenerative medicinal 

products in India 

India proactively released guidelines regarding gene 

therapy to overcome the misuse by scientists in 

December 13 2019. National guidelines regarding the 

procedures to be followed for developing and 

performing gene therapies to overcome inherited genetic 

or rare diseases in India were released by the apex health 

research body ICMR. Gene therapy technique uses gene 

modification procedures in these clinicians insert correct 

gene by making modifications in defective genes instead 

of using drugs and surgery. The document entitled 

"National Guidelines for Gene Therapy Product 

Development and Clinical Trials" has been released to 

enable treatment of diseases by gene therapy. 

2.1 Classification of Gene Therapy 

In India gene therapy was classified into two 

categories a. germ line therapy, b. somatic cell therapy. 

a) Germ line gene therapy: This technique uses the 

modification of gametes which vertically transmits 

across the generations. But this technique is prohibited in 

India due to ethical and social considerations because if 

any mutation take place in one generation that effects not 

only current generation but also future generations. 

b) Somatic cell therapy: This is the one and only 

accepted approach because it effects the targeted tissues, 

organs and cells in the patient and is not passed on to the 

subsequent generations. 

2.2 GTAEC 

Gene therapy field is associated with unique 

scientific and ethical, legal considerations for gene 

therapy products usage so this area should be monitored 

by additional expertise for efficient scientific and ethical 

evaluation. Gene Therapy Advisory Evaluation 

Committee was established at ICMR (Indian Council of 

Medical Research) under the aegis of Department of 

Health Research (DHR), Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Government of India. This committee was 

composed of a core group of scientists and clinicians 

who have prior knowledge of gene therapy as well as 

representation of the government agencies (ICMR, 

DGHS, CDSCO, DBT, DST, MCI). This committee 

involved in the decision-making process regarding 

approval of gene therapy products. GTEAC have the 

authority to monitor the ongoing gene therapy clinical 

trials it also gives suggestions in designing of clinical 

trials. Pre IND meetings with GTEAC are also available 

if applicant has confusion regarding trails. (6)
 

Draft guidelines for stem cell research on India were 

proposed in 2002 and released in 2007 as Guidelines for 

Stem Cell Research and Therapy - GSCRT 2007 by an 

expert group constituted by ICMR and Department of 

biotechnology. These guidelines were revised rigoursly 

to make control over the stem cell research, recent 

revision took place in 2017 as National Guidelines for 

Stem Cell Research - NGSCR 2013. 

As per the ICMR-DBT guidelines, there is no approved 

indication for stem cell therapy as a part of routine 

medical practice, other than the Hematopoietic stem cell 

Transplantation (HSCT/BMT). Accordingly, all stem 

cell therapy other than BMT shall be treated 

experimental. It shall be conducted only as clinical trial 

after prior approval from CDSCO. All such experimental 

trials shall be registered with CTRI. 

Stem cell research was monitored by two committees 

one at national level focusing primarily on policy and the 

other a more self-regulatory system of review at 

institutional level. The National Apex Committee for 

Stem Cell Research and Therapy (NAC-SCRT) has been 

constituted and notified by Department of Health 

Research (DHR), Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare, Govt. of India as an independent body of 

experts representing diverse areas of biomedical 

research, concerned government agencies and other 

stakeholders. The Institutional Committee of Stem Cell 

Research (IC-SCR), on the other hand, operates at the 

institutional level with members having specific 

expertise as per these guidelines. It is mandatory for 

them to register with NAC-SCRT and submit annual 

report on their scientific activities for effective 

functioning.  

According to nature of experiment and source stem cell 

research on humans is categorized into following areas 

1. Permissible area of research 2. Restricted area of 

research 3. Prohibited area of research. (7)
  

a. Permissible area of research
 

 Any invitro studies involving pluripotent stem cell 

lines 

 In vivo studies in experimental animals (other 

than primates) with established cell lines 

 Establishment of hES cell lines from unutilized 

left-over embryos of IVF programmes 

 Establishment of Umbilical cord stem cell banks 

b. Restricted area of research 

 With the use of IVF, SCNT and other methods 

creation of zygote for the derivation of hES 

Clinical trials with the import of stem cells from 

the other countries by multinational sponsors is 

restricted 

 Research using pluripotent stem cells on 

experimental animals including pluripotent stem 

cells at embryonic and foetal stage of 

development for differentiation and integration of 

human cells into animal cells 

 Introduction of stem cells from different species 

that were mixed on the purpose of research into 

experimental animals including vertebrates is 

restricted 

c. Prohibited area of research 

 Any research related to genetic engineering and 

reproductive cloning 

 Any research involving implantation of human 

embryo into uterus after in vitro manipulation at 

any stage of development in humans or primates 

 Animals in which any of the human stem cells 

have been introduced at any stage of development 

should not be allowed to breed 
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3. Miracles of Regenerative Medicine 

The field of Regenerative Medicine is evolving and it 

could have immense potential in developing new 

treatments for various unmet medical needs. 

3.1 In Alzheimer’s Disease 

Alzheimer’s Disease is a progressive 

neurodegenerative disorder characterized by the 

degeneration and loss of neurons in the brain. 

Progression of Alzheimer’s Disease leads to decline in 

memory, judgment impairment, behavioural problems, 

problem-solving skills, dementia and, eventually death. 

Currently, there are no effective medications to treat 

Alzheimer’s Disease. Evidence supports that stem cells 

may play a valuable role in slowing Alzheimer’s 

progression through enhancing neurogenesis and 

replacement of lost neurons. (8) 

3.2 In Dentistry 

Regenerative medicine is a promising field in 

dentistry to repair and restore the damaged teeth to get 

natural structure and function. Dental tissues are 

frequently damaged due to tooth decay, and they can be 

treated by synthetic or metal dental fillings or crowns, 

which needs additional damage to the teeth by drilling to 

prevent the loss of an entire tooth. Regenerative 

medicine has the potential to change the conventional 

treatment of dental injuries owing to its property to 

dental tissues. (9) Stem cells play a significant role in 

dental regenerative medicine, and they are used for bone 

regeneration, periodontitis, and immature necrotic pulp 

regeneration. In addition, no treatment reported adverse 

effects that may have been related with cell 

transplantation. (10) 

3.3 In Heart Failure 

Heart failure is one of the leading causes of death 

worldwide. Regenerative medicine is the most promising 

treatment for Heart failure. Heart failure occurs when the 

heart being incapable to pump sufficient amount of 

blood around the body due weak heart muscles. Stem 

cell-based therapies could save the lives of people living 

with heart failure by replacing lost and damaged cells. 

Stem cells have the potential to regenerate the heart 

muscle, repair damaged myocardial cells and restore the 

structure and function of the heart. Cardiac cell-based 

treatments have been performed with different types of 

cells, including stem cells, skeletal myoblasts, aspirated 

bone marrow cells, pluripotent stem cells (PSCs), and 

endothelial progenitor cells, such as embryonic stem 

cells (ESCs). (11) 

3.4 In Leukaemia 

Leukaemia is a malignant progressive disease caused 

by increased number of abnormal white blood cells in 

your body. This will suppress the formation of normal 

blood cells, leading to anaemia and other symptoms. 

Regenerative medicine has significant therapeutic 

potential to restore impaired blood cells. A stem cell 

therapy involving hematopoietic progenitor cell 

transplantation can be used to restore healthy bone 

marrow in patients with leukaemia. This procedure 

restores the immune system by infusing healthy blood-

forming stem cells into the body. (12) 

3.5 In Diabetes 

Diabetes is a chronic disease that occurs due to the 

loss or dysfunction of insulin-producing β-cells in the 

pancreas. Diabetes complications, such as high blood 

sugar, Diabetes, cardiovascular problems and, in the 

long-term, multi-organ damage, and leads to premature 

death. Stem cells have the potential to develop into a 

variety of cell types, including insulin-producing β-cells. 

Thus, stem cells therapy is a hopeful source for the 

treatment of Diabetes. However, crucial work remains to 

be done for the clinical application of these stem cells to 

cure diabetes. (13) 

4. Regulatory approval procedures for regenerative 

medicine in India 

Regenerative medicines undergo same regulatory 

procedures as that of conventional pharmaceutical 

products. Approval takes 6-24 months from the date of 

submission of application. 

 

Figure 1. Mechanism of oversight and review 

 

DCGI: Drug controller general of India; ICMR: Indian 

council of medical research; DBT: Department of 

Biotechnology; NAC-SCRT: National Apex Committee; 

IC-SCRT: Institutional committee; CBBTDEC: Cellular 

biology based therapeutic drugs evaluation committee. 

(14)
 

4.1 Expedited Approval Procedures in India
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Two types of procedures are available in India to 

expedite the drug approval procedure for the benefit of 

the patients. (15) They are 1. Conditional Approval, 2. 

Fast Track Approval. 

a) Conditional Approval 

If the benefit of immediate availability outweighs the 

risk of less comprehensive data, then the conditional 

approval process applicable. Conditional marketing 

authorization valid for one year and can be renewed 

annually. The marketing authorization holder will be 

required to complete ongoing studies to confirm the 

benefit risk is positive. Once comprehensive data on the 

product have been obtained then the conditional 

marketing authorization is converted into standard 

marketing authorization e.g. Stempeucel got marketing 

authorization via conditional approval. 

b) Fast track approval 

An investigational new drug that is intended to treat a 

serious condition, and for which nonclinical or clinical 

data demonstrate the potential to address an unmet 

medical need in patients with such condition, can receive 

fast track designation. Advantages of Fast track 

designation include actions to facilitate development and 

expedite review of the product, such as the possibility 

for rolling review if CDSCO determines, after 

preliminary evaluation of clinical data submitted by a 

sponsor, that the fast-track product may be effective. 

5. Challenges involved in Regenerative medicines 

manufacturing in India   

India has no unified national policy for regenerative 

medicine. To date, India has separate guidelines for 

some regenerative medicine subsectors such as stem 

cells, while other subsectors have no dedicated 

regulations such as nanotechnologies and 3D 

bioprinting. 

There are mainly 4 challenges involved as follows: 

5.1 Manufacturing expenses 

Cell therapy manufacturing processes are generally 

highly expensive. Since Scaling up from limited 

laboratory facilities to automated systems for bulk 

production will largely be based on costs, there will be 

requirement of higher standards financial and time 

planning. As a first-generation technology, there is 

involvement of higher stakeholders’ tolerance for higher 

pricing, which lasts only for a limited time period. 

5.2 Design quality 

Post collection of sufficient evidence of clinical 

effectiveness of regenerative medicines, bioreactor 

technologies are considered for the manufacture of 

regenerative medicine products. But if there are any 

changes even minor process changes at this stage will 

require new validation of the product performance. So, 

in the case of automation, robots manually reproduce the 

existing inefficient manual processes due to which the 

products are often based on obsolete technologies. 

Ultimately, the manufacture of regenerative medicines 

sometimes misses the opportunity to improve their 

quality by innovating process design. 

5.3 Biomaterials challenges 

The trends in material selection will eventually have 

a major impact on the manufacturing process. So, 

challenges relating to biomaterials is mostly concerned 

with their selection than the manufacturing process. The 

traditional synthetic biodegradable polymers and a few 

bioactive ceramics that have been manufactured through 

conventional routes are commonly used but, now are no 

longer considered ideal as there is involvement of 

critical nano structural features, may involve self-

assembly and environmental responsiveness, they may 

not be compatible with normal top-down manufacturing 

and therefore could require changes in the production 

process.so, attention is now being turned towards 

biomaterials that have more relevant biological 

properties. 

5.4 Supply chain challenges 

● The clinical supply chains required to deliver 

regenerative medicines therapies are conceivably the 

most complex in the industry, even more than for 

biologic medicine. There are mainly 2 challenges 

involved as follows: 

(i)Currently, billions of dollars are being spent on 

regenerative medicine research and clinical studies, 

resources are yet to be allocated to the management 

and delivery of innovative medical therapies at 

scale.  

(ii)Furthermore, progress by the pharma industry in 

coming into compliance with the FDA’s regulations 

for regenerative medicines has been obtuse.  

This makes the process of bringing regenerative 

medicines at scale to the market even more 

challenging.  

● Nanomaterial scaffolds are key to regenerative 

medicine innovation, as previously noted. It is, 

therefore, pertinent to analyse the current national 

policy on nanotechnology in India. Research 

programs in nanotechnology were started in early 

2000s in India alongside support for stem cells. In 

both cases i.e, Research programs and national 

policies, the potential risks to health and the 

environment were not initially given importance. 

●  By 2010, the government had acknowledged the 

risks of nanotechnology (16), and recently drafted 

the "Guidelines and Best Practices for Safe 

Handling of Nanomaterials in Research 

Laboratories and Industries". (17,18) 

● These guidelines acknowledged that, though 

nanotechnology has the potential to address health 

issues related to the repair of damaged organs, there 

are a number of safeties, environmental, ethical and 

regulatory issues associated with the creation of 

artificial materials for diagnosis or delivery of new 

drugs and the creation of artificial tissues. However, 

these draft guidelines failed to analyse various 

issues in great details. It largely provides a checklist 
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while handling nanomaterials in a laboratory. It can 

be argued that the lack of clarity on safety and 

regulatory standards has hampered innovation as 

some companies cite this absence as a reason to 

avoid investing in the area. (19) Although 3D 

bioprinting is a promising area in the regenerative 

medicine ecosystem, it brings regulatory challenges 

both at the level of production methods and 

products. (20) 

5.5 Additional Key Points that are challenging are 

 Indian regulatory agencies not assessing the 

ethical and social issues linked to the Stechnology 

as like UK/EU and the USA. 

 Regenerative medicine faces the challenge of 

ensuring that novel materials can cope with 

traditional infection risks posed by any type of 

surgery. 

 Many transplanted regenerative materials are 

prone to bacterial infections which post 

administration of antibiotics following stem cell 

transplantation may also disturb the balance of 

intestinal microbiota and increase the risk of 

infections. (21) 

 These risks are particularly relevant to India in 

light of the general burden of infectious disease 

and drug-resistant infections combined with the 

twin conditions of antibiotic overuse and underuse 

across different socioeconomic healthcare 

settings. (22) 

6. Products approved in India till 2021 

6.1 APCeden 

APCeden is manufactured by APAC BIOTECH. 

APCeden is an autologous monocyte-derived mature 

dendritic cell vaccine. It was approved in India in 2017 

for the treatment of prostate cancer, ovarian cancer, 

colorectal cancer, and Non-Small Cell Lung carcinoma. 

6.2 Stempeucel (STEMPEUTICS RESEARCH PVT) 

Stempeucel is manufactured by STEMPEUTICS 

RESEARCH PVT. An ex-vivo cultured adult allogeneic 

mesenchymal stromal cell therapy for the treatment of 

Critical Limb Ischemia. Conditionally approved in India 

in 2017. 

6.3 Ossron 

An autologous bone cell implantation for the 

treatment of bone defects in patients caused by 

degeneration, drugs, intense physical stress, diet, 

genetics, obesity, smoking, alcohol or disease. Approved 

in S. Korea in 2009, approved in India in 2017. (23) 

7. Conclusion 

Regenerative medicine is a major revolutionary 

advancement in medical treatment. It has the potential to 

cure serious diseases and conditions where existing 

therapies do not provide satisfactory solutions. There are 

also many regenerative medicines in the clinical pipeline 

that are in their early stages of development. Although 

the therapeutic potential of regenerative medicine is 

exciting, the cost of regenerative medicine development 

and manufacturing is more expensive. This leads to 

higher prices and eventually delays the market access. 

So, there is an urgent need for regulatory framework to 

incentivize the regenerative medicine research in India. 

Reimbursements and governmental support also needed 

for regenerative medicine to treat patients with chronic 

diseases. 

 

Figure 2. Global regenerative medicines market by therapy type (24)
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Figure 3. Number of ongoing clinical trials for regenerative medicine worldwide in 2020, by phase (25)
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